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We propose a general theory of microwave absorption spectroscopy for symmetry-breaking synthetic anti-

ferromagnets (SAFs). Generally, inhomogeneity or different thickness of the two ferromagnetic sublayers of a

SAF results in the intrinsic symmetry breaking, while out-of-plane components of dc magnetic fields lead to the

extrinsic one. The broken symmetry of SAFs excludes the original symmetry-protected crossing between pure

in-phase and out-of-phase resonance modes with opposite parity. Alternatively, new frequency branches become

hybridization of original bare modes in terms of symmetry-breaking-induced magnon-magnon coupling, which

results in an indirect gap in ferromagnetic resonance frequencies. Also, the dependence of gap width on the de-

gree of symmetry breaking for several typical cases are presented and compared with existing experiments. Our

theory provides a simple but physical understanding on the rich structure of ferromagnetic resonance spectra for

asymmetric SAFs.

Synthetic antiferromagnets (SAFs) are magnetic multilay-

ers with two ferromagnetic (FM) sublayers coupled anti-

ferromagnetically through a nonmagnetic metallic spacer[1].

They have attracted tremendous interest in the past decades

due to their potential for developing the “SAF spintronics”

and wide range of applications in magnetic nanodevices [2–

21]. Compared with the strong exchange coupling in gen-

uine antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials with terahertz intrin-

sic frequencies[22, 23], the relatively weak interlayer cou-

pling in SAFs mainly comes from the Ruderman-Kittel-

Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction[24–26] and thus realizes

gigahertz FM resonance (FMR) frequencies that mature mi-

crowave electronics can match. Similar behaviors have also

been observed in layered crystals[27, 28] and compensated

ferrimagnets[29] with AFM inter-layer and inter-sublattice

couplings, respectively. More interestingly, for symmetrical

NiFe/Ru/NiFe[2, 16] and FeCoB/Ru/FeCoB SAFs[18–21], or

layered crystal CrCl3[27], symmetry-protected mode cross-

ings between in-phase and out-of-phase branches of FMR

spectra have been observed under in-plane external dc mag-

netic fields. This indicates the absence of coupling between

magnons with opposite parity, which is, on the contrary, very

common in yttrium iron garnet/ferromagnet bilayers[30–32].

In fact, this mode crossing can be eliminated in several

ways. For symmetrical SAFs or layered crystals, extrinsically

exerting an out-of-plane dc field will lift the system’s rotation-

symmetry axis away from the SAF plane, thus breaks the rota-

tion symmetry of the hard axis (normal of SAF plane) from the

magnetostatic interaction. This introduces a magnon-magnon

coupling between the original uncoupled modes with opposite

parity, hence hybridizes the two modes and generate an anti-

crossing gap[20, 27]. Very recently, strong magnon-magnon

coupling under in-plane dc fields is also proposed by the dy-

namic dipolar interaction (nonuniform precession) in symmet-

rical FeCoB/Ru/FeCoB SAFs[18, 19], which provides an al-

ternative way of extrinsic symmetry breaking (SB). The other

strategy is to break the intrinsic symmetry between the two

FM sublayers in SAFs. In most existing experiments the two

sublayers are prepared from the same FM materials but with

different thickness. A frequency gap can be observed even un-

der in-plane dc fields[16, 17]. In addition, intrinsic asymme-

try should also appear when the two sublayers are made from

different FM materials. However, to our knowledge the corre-

sponding FMR measurements are not yet in the press, which

mainly comes from the difficulty in sample preparation.

A lot of theoretical work has been performed to understand

the rich structure of FMR spectra in SAFs[4, 14–18, 20, 21,

27, 29]. Representatively, in 2014 a discrete-lattice approach

has been raised for asymmetric NiFe/Ru/NiFe SAFs[17],

where the RKKY interaction, biquadratic exchange couplings

and the uniaxial anisotropy at the NiFe/Ru interfaces are all

considered, however a clear and simple physical picture is still

lacking. In 2019, based on “macrospin” assumption MacNeill

et. al. proposed a systematic analysis for the gap induction

by extrinsic SB from out-of-plane dc fields in which only the

bilinear RKKY interaction is included[27]. However, they did

not consider the intrinsic SB since the sublayers of their sys-

tem are always symmetrical. In this Letter, we demonstrate

that intrinsic and extrinsic SB in SAFs can induce magnon-

magnon couplings via different mechanisms, thus further lead

to indirect gaps in their FMR spectra. In brief, a general the-

ory including both intrinsic and extrinsic SB (from tilting dc

fields) will be presented first and then followed by several ex-

amples that are easy to compare with experiments.

The SAF system under consideration is sketched in Fig. 1

(a). The saturation magnetization and thickness of the up-

per (lower) FM sublayer are M
A,0
s and dA (M

B,0
s and dB), re-

spectively. The crystalline anisotropy in both sublayers are

neglected for simplicity. In typical SAFs, the FM intralayer

nearest-neighbor exchange is much stronger than the inter-

layer AFM coupling. Therefore the “macrospin” approxima-

tion generally provides enough information about spin-wave

http://arxiv.org/abs/2011.01583v1
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a typical SAF with saturation magnetization

M
A(B),0
s and thickness dA(B) in its two FM sublayers. The macrospins

(mA and mB) of the two sublayers are coupled antiferromagnetically

and tilted at equilibrium (m
eq
A and m

eq
B ) under both extrinsic and in-

trinsic SB. Generally, the new x′y′z′ coordinate system (see definition

in the main text) is totally different with the initial xyz one. The de-

viation of z′ (x′,y′) from the z (x,y) axis comes from the extrinsic

(intrinsic) SB. (b) Sketch of magnon-magnon coupling between the

in-phase (δmA = C2y′δmB) and out-of-phase (δmA = −C2y′δmB)

modes with opposite parity under pure extrinsic SB with ex ≡ ex′ .

This coupling comes from the breaking rotation symmetry of mag-

netostatics under C2y′ (C2y′ez 6= ez). (c) Sketch of magnon-magnon

coupling between in-phase and out-of-phase modes under pure in-

trinsic SB with ez ≡ ez′ . This coupling comes from the breaking ro-

tation symmetry of magnetostatics and/or magnetization under C2y′

(C2y′M
A,0
s m

eq
A 6= M

B,0
s m

eq
B and/or C2y′M

A
s m

eq
A 6= MB

s m
eq
B ).

behaviors. Now the magnetization within each sublayer can

be viewed as uniform and denoted as mA and mB, respec-

tively. The interlayer exchange energy is then modeled as

µ0λES(dA + dB)M
A,0
s M

B,0
s mA · mB/2, where λE > 0 is a di-

mensionless coefficient and S is the SAF cross-section area.

In literatures, this term is also expressed as the “interlayer ex-

change energy per unit area” JIEC[6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19, 21].

Hence λE = 2JIEC/[µ0M
A,0
s M

B,0
s (dA +dB)]. By neglecting the

Gilbert damping, a coupled Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)

equation reads

ṁA =− γmA ×
[

H−λEMB
s mB −MA,0

s (mA ·n)n
]

+ τA,

ṁB =− γmB ×
[

H−λEMA
s mA −MB,0

s (mB ·n)n
]

+ τB,
(1)

where an overdot means d/dt, n is the sublayer normal and

MA
s =

dA + dB

2dB

MA,0
s , MB

s =
dA + dB

2dA

MB,0
s (2)

are the “thickness-modified saturation magnetization” of the

respective sublayers. γ = µ0γe with µ0 and γe being the vac-

uum permeability and electron gyromagnetic ratio, respec-

tively. At last, τA(B) is the torque on mA(B) which arises from

the rf excitation field of coplanar waveguides.

In the following we present a general theory describing the

combining effects of intrinsic and extrinsic SB on FMR spec-

troscopy. As preparation, we calculate the equilibrium mag-

netization orientations under a general dc magnetic field H

with strength H and tilting angle ψ (0 ≤ ψ < π/2). First we

construct the Cartesian coordinate system (ex,ey,ez): ez ≡ n

thus the out-of-plane field component is H sinψ , ey is paral-

lel to the in-plane field component H−H sinψez, and ex =
ey × ez. Due to the AFM interlayer coupling, without H the

unit magnetization vectors in the two sublayers orients oppo-

sitely in a certain in-plane direction in the absence of crys-

talline anisotropy. When H is applied, in principle they are

pulled out of xy plane and their final equilibrium states are

denoted as m
eq
A and m

eq
B , respectively. We then set θA(B) as

their respective polar angles, and φA (φB) being the angle that

the in-plane component of m
eq
A (m

eq
B ) rotates anticlockwise

(clockwise) with respect to ex (−ex). These four angles can

be explicitly solved from the static LLG equation (see Sup-

plement Material).

Next we define a new x′y′z′ coordinate system based on

m
eq
A and m

eq
B : ex′ ‖ m

eq
A − m

eq
B , ey′ ‖ m

eq
A + m

eq
B , and ez′ ‖

m
eq
A × m

eq
B . Note that to ensure the noncollinearity of m

eq
A

and m
eq
B , the dc field strength H should be limited within the

range HAFM < |H|< HFM (see Supplement Material for their

general definitions). For |H| ≤ HAFM (≥ HFM), m
eq
A and m

eq
B

point in the opposite (same) direction thus the SAF falls into

AFM (FM) state. Then we denote C2y′ as the rotation oper-

ator which rotates vectors around the y′ axis by 180◦. Ob-

viously, C 2
2y′ = 1 and C2y′m

eq

A(B)
= m

eq

B(A)
. However, since

M
A,0
s 6= M

B,0
s and/or dA 6= dB, the joint operation of C2y′ and

A-B sublayer exchange is no longer a symmetric operation of

the entire SAF. When a rf field with frequency f = ω/2π is

excited, the magnetization vectors deviate slightly from their

equilibrium orientations and begin to vibrate. We then ex-

pand mA(B) = m
eq

A(B)
+ δmA(B)e

iωt and τA(B) = τ0
A(B)e

iωt . In

addition, we introduce δm± ≡ δmA ±C2y′δmB as the mag-

netization responses with even and odd parity (under C2y′ ) to

the torque terms τ± = τ0
A ±C2y′τ

0
B. By putting them into Eq.

(1) and keeping up to linear-order terms, we get our central

vectorial equation for the magnetization excitations δm±,
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iΩδm± =m
eq
A ×

{

λE

2

(

MA
s +MB

s

)(

δm±±C2y′δm±
)

+
λE

2

(

MA
s −MB

s

)(

δm∓±C2y′δm∓
)

+
M

A,0
s ±M

B,0
s

4

[

ezez ·+C2y′ez

(

C2y′ez

)

·
]

δm++
M

A,0
s ±M

B,0
s

4

[

ezez ·−C2y′ez

(

C2y′ez

)

·
]

δm−

+
M

A,0
s ∓M

B,0
s

4

[

ezez ·+C2y′ez

(

C2y′ez

)

·
]

δm−+
M

A,0
s ∓M

B,0
s

4

[

ezez ·−C2y′ez

(

C2y′ez

)

·
]

δm+

}

+ τ±,

(3)

where Ω = ω/γ . Now δm+ and δm− are coupled by both

intrinsic (proportional to MA
s −MB

s and M
A,0
s −M

B,0
s ) and ex-

trinsic (proportional to C2y′ez) SB terms, thus result in strong

magnon-magnon interaction between the bare modes with

even and odd parities.

Next we calculate the FMR spectroscopy. After defining

the average bare and “thickness-modified” saturation magnet-

ziation as M
0
s = (MA,0

s +M
B,0
s )/2 and Ms = (MA

s +MB
s )/2, as

well as their deviations κ0 = (MA,0
s − M

B,0
s )/(MA,0

s + M
B,0
s )

and κ = (MA
s − MB

s )/(M
A
s + MB

s ) describing the degree of

asymmetry between the two FM sublayers, the secular equa-

tion for Eq. (3) is

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

p1 − iΩ p2 p3 p4

q1 + 2λEMs cos2 φ ′ −p1 − iΩ q2 + 2λEMsκ cos2 φ ′ −p3

p3 p4 − 2λEMsκ p1 − iΩ p2 − 2λEMs

q2 + 2λEMsκ sin2 φ ′ −p3 q1 + 2λEMs sin2 φ ′ −p1 − iΩ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0. (4)

in which p1 = M
0
s (cosα sinφ ′ − κ0 cosβ cosφ ′)cosη , p2 =

−M
0
s cos2 η , p3 = M

0
s (κ0 cosα sin φ ′ − cosβ cosφ ′)cosη ,

p4 = −M
0
s κ0 cos2 η , q1 = [(p1 − p3)

2(p4 + p2) − (p1 +
p3)

2(p4 − p2)]/[2(p2
4 − p2

2)], and q2 = [−(p1 − p3)
2(p4 +

p2) − (p1 + p3)
2(p4 − p2)]/[2(p2

4 − p2
2)]. In addition,

cosα , cosβ and cosη are the three cosines of ez in

the new x′y′z′ coordinate system: cosα = (cosθA −
cosθB)/(2cosφ ′), cosβ = (cosθA + cosθB)/(2sinφ ′), and

cosη =
√

sin2 θA sin2 θB − (cosθA cosθB + cos2φ ′)2/sin2φ ′.

At last, φ ′ is the angle between m
eq
A and ex′ which satis-

fies cos2φ ′ =−cosθA cosθB+[(MA
s sinθA)

2+(MB
s sinθB)

2−
(H cosψ/λE)

2]/(2MA
s MB

s ).

In the most general case where intrinsic and extrinsic SB

coexist (κ0 6= 0, κ 6= 0, ψ > 0), Eq. (4) can hardly be solved

analytically. However, based on the above results numerical

calculation can always be performed once we have knowledge

on M
A(B),0
s , dA(B), λE and ψ . By first fixing H and solving

the above secular equation then further sweeping H, the en-

tire FMR spectrum in the “ω ∼ H” space can be obtained. In

Fig. 2 the dimensionless FMR spectra under different config-

urations are provided based on Eqs. (3) and (4). In all cal-

culations, saturation magnetizations and magnetic fields are

in the unit of M
A,0
s and ω is in the unit of γM

A,0
s . In addi-

tion, λE = 0.1. In the absence of any SB, a mode crossing is

clearly seen. When any single type of asymmetry appears, an

anticrossing gap emerges. While all kinds of SB coexist, the

gap width is greatly enlarged.

The mechanisms of inducing magnon-magnon coupling by

extrinsic and intrinsic SB are different. We have already de-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Anticrossing gap opening when extrinsic

and/or intrinsic symmetry breaking emerge. In all calculations based

on Eqs. (3) and (4), λE = 0.1 and M
A,0
s is taken as the unit of satura-

tion magnetizations and magnetic fields. ω is in the unit of µ0γM
A,0
s .

The tilting angle (ψ) of dc fields and the ratios of bare saturation

magnetization (M
B,0
s /M

A,0
s ) as well as sublayer thickness (dB/dA)

are three sources of symmetry breaking. Each has been first inde-

pendently shifted away from the symmetrical configuration (red, blue

and magenta curves), and then together (green curve).

scribed that for extrinsic SB, the breaking rotation symmetry

of hard axis n (from magnetostatic interaction) with respect to

the pulled up rotation-symmetry axis (due to out-of-plane dc

fields) is the basic reason. While for intrinsic ones (ψ = 0), the

new rotation axis is still in the SAF plane but the entire mag-
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netic layout (including magnetization and magnetostatics) is

no longer unchanged under the two-fold rotation. The consid-

erable entanglement between magnetization vibrations with

opposite parity results in the strong magnon-magnon coupling

thus greatly affects the FMR spectroscopy of SAFs.

To acquire clearer physics meantime provide more conve-

nient fitting tools for experiments, in the following we focus

on a few special cases and present more details about the anti-

crossing gap. In the first class, only extrinsic SB is present

so that M
A,0
s = M

B,0
s , dA = dB and ψ > 0 [see Fig. 1(b)].

This is just the case similar to layered crystal CrCl3 and have

been systematically investigated already, so we won’t repeat

it here. The second class includes the cases where only in-

trinsic SB is involved, which means only in-plane dc fields

are applied (ψ = 0) as depicted in Fig. 1(c). As a result,

ez′ ≡ ez thus the new x′y′ plane is identical to the old xy one.

Now the AFM and FM critical fields take much simpler forms:

HAFM = λE |MA
s − MB

s | and HFM = λE(M
A
s + MB

s ). Conse-

quently, the secular equation (4) is simplified to

ω̃4−
(

h̃2 + µ
1+κ0κ

2λE

)

ω̃2+
2λE +ν

4λ 2
E

(

1− h̃2
)(

h̃2 −κ2
)

= 0,

(5)

with ω̃ ≡ Ω/HFM, κ < h̃ ≡ H/HFM < 1, µ = (MA,0
s +

M
B,0
s )/(MA

s +MB
s ) and ν = (MA,0

s /MA
s ) · (MB,0

s /MB
s ). Gen-

erally, a gap appears as long as κ2
0 +κ2 6= 0.

In particular, this gap can be further analyzed for two spe-

cial cases. In the first case, the two FM sublayers have the

same thickness (dA = dB) but are made of different FM mate-

rials (M
A,0
s 6= M

B,0
s ). Then M

A(B)
s = M

A(B),0
s , thus µ = ν = 1

and κ0 = κ 6= 0. Similar to MacNeill et. al. in 2019[27], Now

the secular equation (5) can be rewritten into the eigenvalue

problem of a 2× 2 matrix as

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω̃2
a (h̃)− ω̃2 ∆̃2

∆̃2 ω̃2
o (h̃)− ω̃2

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0. (6)

Here ω̃a =
√

1+(2λE)−1h̃ and ω̃o = [(1 + κ2)(1 −
h̃2)/(2λE)+ (κ2h̃2)/(2λE)]

1/2 are the bare in-phase (acous-

tic) and out-of-phase (optical) mode frequencies, respectively.

Meantime ∆̃ = [(2λE +1)κ2/(4λ 2
E)]

1/4 describes the dc-field-

independent magnon-magnon coupling strength. When |κ |≪
1 (nearlly symmetric), ∆̃ is negligible thus the solution of

Eq. (6) are approximately ω̃ ≈ ω̃a and ω̃ ≈ ω̃o. For finite

κ , when h̃ is close to κ or 1, the solutions of Eq. (6) only

deviate slightly from ω̃a and ω̃o. When the optical and acous-

tic modes get closer in frequency, they will be hybridized by

∆̃ term and thus a gap is opened. Direct calculations yield

that this gap is an indirect gap (see Supplement Material):

the minimum ω̃min
up (maximum ω̃max

down) of the “up (down)”

branch takes place at h̃min
up (h̃max

down), where h̃min
up 6= h̃max

down for

nozero κ . The corresponding dimensionless gap width reads

δω̃ = |κ |
√

(2λE + 1)/[λE(λE + 1)]. Interestingly, the real

gap width δω̃ is linear to |κ | (degree of asymmetry between

the two FM sublayers), which is different from the square-root

dependence of the coupling ∆̃ on κ . By recalling the defini-

tions of ω̃ and κ , we then get the dimensional gap width

δ f =

√

λE (2λE + 1)

λE + 1

γ

2π
|MA,0

s −MB,0
s |, (7)

which should be more useful for experimental physicists. Ob-

viously, the AFM interlayer coupling and the inhomogeneity

of sublayers are both crucial for the gap opening.

Another interesting case is that the two FM sublayers are

made of the same material (M
A,0
s = M

B,0
s ) but have different

thickness (dA 6= dB), which is the most common choice in real

experiments. Accordingly κ0 = 0, κ = (dA − dB)/(dA + dB)
and µ = ν = 1− κ2. Now Eq. (5) can not be reorganized

to the 2× 2 matrix form as that in Eq. (6) if we require the

coupling term to be h̃-independent. However, similar calculus

shows that now the gap is also indirect. The new extremum,

extremum locations and the gap width become more compli-

cated (see Supplement Material), and we then focus on the

situation where |κ | ≪ 1. After standard linearization opera-

tion, the gap width is approximated to another linear depen-

dence on |κ | as |κ |[(2λE + 1)/(λE + 1)]3/2/(2
√

λE). Back to

dimensional form, we have

δ f ′ ≈
√

λE

2

(

2λE + 1

λE + 1

)
3
2 |1− (dB/dA)

2|
2(dB/dA)

γ

2π
MA,0

s . (8)

Eq. (8) can be directly compared with existing ex-

perimental measurements for asymmetrical NiFe/Ru/NiFe

SAFs[16, 17]. For NiFe(13.6 nm)/Ru(tRu)/NiFe(27.2 nm)

SAFs in Ref. [16], we choose tRu = 4.7 Å as an ex-

ample. By taking M
A,0
s = 860 kA m−1 and JIEC ≈ |J1| =

286 µJ m−2, we get λE ≈ 0.015 and δ f ′ ≈ 1.4 GHz. While

for Ni80Fe20(200 Å)/Ru(tRu)/Ni80Fe20(100 Å) SAFs in Ref.

[17], the magnetic parameters for tRu = 3.3 Å are M
A,0
s =

720 kA m−1 and JIEC ≈ 154 µJ m−2. These lead to λE ≈
0.016 and δ f ′ ≈ 1.2 GHz. For other Ru thickness, similar cal-

culations can be performed and all results show good agree-

ment between analytics and experimental data.

Interestingly, in FeCoB/Ru/FeCoB SAFs we can acquire

larger λE , although nearly all existing published experiments

are performed in symmetrical cases[18–21]. For symmet-

rical FeCoB thickness being 15 nm[18, 19], 3 nm[20] and

5 nm[21], the respective λE are estimated to be 0.033, 0.093

and 0.119(0.141) (two samples therein). Combined with

larger saturation magnetization of FeCoB, asymmetrical Fe-

CoB/Ru/FeCoB SAFs are expected to open larger indirect

gaps. In view of this, we have performed related measure-

ments in asymmetrical CoFeB/Ir/CoFeB SAFs (experimen-

tal details will be published elsewhere). In the “CoFeB(10

nm)/Ir(0.6 nm)/CoFeB(12 nm)” SAF, direction measurements

provide M
A,0
s = 1400 kA m−1 and Hex ≡ 2JIEC/[µ0M

A,0
s (dA +

dB)] = 549 Oe, thus λE ≈ 0.0312 and δ f ′ ≈ 0.80 GHz, which

is in good agreement with experimental observation of gap

width (0.74 GHz). In addition, the gap is observed to take

place around 760 Oe, which is also in accordance with theo-

retical prediction (770 Oe). We are looking forward to more
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experimental measurements in the near future. In very re-

cent symmetrical CoFeB/Ru/CoFeB SAFs[20], out-of-plane

dc fields are needed to open gaps up to 1 GHz. Our results pro-

vide the possibility that by appropriately designing the thick-

ness ratio of two CoFeB sublayers, greater gap can be opened

which indicates stronger magnon-magnon coupling. On the

other hand, we know that it is very difficult to prepare inho-

mogeneous SAFs (M
A,0
s 6=M

B,0
s ) experimentally, however this

issue is indeed worth exploring further and Eq. (7) should help

to reveal interesting physics.

At the end of this Letter, several points need to be clari-

fied. First, in this work the crystalline anisotropy has been

neglected because of two reasons: (i) in most existing experi-

mental setups, the FM sublayers of SAFs are made from soft

magnetic materials which can be viewed as isotropic; (ii) the

explicit orientations of m
eq
A and m

eq
B can hardly be obtained

analytically if the in-plane crystalline anisotropy is consid-

ered (even for the simplest uniaxial case), but they are crucial

for obtaining the vectorial LLG equation and then the secu-

lar equations for FMR frequencies. For the above reasons, in

this work we choose the isotropic case for simplicity, but it can

cover the vast majority of experimental data. Note that our an-

alytics also holds for perpendicular-magnetic-anisotropy case

as long as we change M
A(B),0
s to M

A(B),0
s −H

A(B)
K in Eq. (1)

where H
A(B)
K is the out-of-plane anisotropic field in the respec-

tive sublayer. Another neglected term is the Gilbert damping

term. In most investigations of spin wave, the damping term is

dropped off when only the resonance spectrum is under con-

sideration. However when the linewidth is also of interest,

then the damping process should be included in Eq. (3) by

a respective term iωαm
eq
A × δm± with α being the Gilbert

damping coefficient[27].

In summary, we have proposed a simple but revealing the-

ory for understanding the rich structure of FMR spectroscopy

in asymmetrical SAFs under tilting dc magnetic fields. Both

intrinsic and extrinsic SB cause entanglement between mag-

netization vibrations with opposite parity, thus excite strong

magnon-magnon coupling between the bare in-phase and out-

of-phase modes, then eventually result in the anticrossing gap

in microwave absorption spectroscopy. In addition, for pure

intrinsic SB the two-fold rotation symmetry of both the mag-

netization and magnetostatics around m
eq
A +m

eq
B fails. While

for pure extrinsic SB, only that of magnetostatics fails. This

new picture helps to understand the rich experimental data of

FMR spectra for existing SAFs and future measurements on

other SAF or SAF-like systems.
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